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Abstract
Wheat, corn, and rice provide 60 percent of the world’s food intake every day, and just 15
plant species make up 90 percent of the world’s food intake. As such there is tremendous
agricultural and scientific interest to sequence and study plant genomes, especially to
develop a reference sequence to direct plant breeding or to identify functional elements.
DNA sequencing technologies can now generate sequence data for large genomes at low
cost, however, it remains a substantial computational challenge to assemble the short
sequencing reads into their complete genome sequences. Even one of the simpler
ancestral species of wheat, Aegilops tauschii, has a genome size of 4.36 gigabasepairs
(Gbp), nearly fifty percent larger than the human genome. Assembling a genome this
size requires computational resources, especially RAM to store the large assembly graph,
out of reach for most institutions. In this paper, we describe a collaborative effort
between Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory and the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center to
assemble large, complex cereal genomes starting with Ae. tauschii, using the XSEDE
shared memory supercomputer Blacklight. We expect these experiences using Blacklight
to provide a case study and computational protocol for other genomics communities to
leverage this or similar resources for assembly of other significant genomes of interest.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.3 [Life and Medical Sciences]: Biology and Genetics
General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, and Experimentation.
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Genome Assembly, DNA Sequencing, Plant Genomics, NGS, shared memory,
high-performance computing, data-intensive computing

1. Introduction
Recent dramatic improvements to DNA sequencing
technology have greatly improved the costs and
efficiencies to sequence complex DNA samples. For
example, the human genome project was estimated to
cost ~$3B and take years of effort to determine the 3
billion nucleotide genome in 2001 [1], whereas today,
a single run of the Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument
can generate nearly 100 gigabasepairs (Gbp) of
sequence for a few thousand dollars in a few days [2].
This makes it possible to rapidly sequence much
larger genomes and many more genomes every year.
For the first time it is now affordable and efficient to
sequence the genomes of the cereal plants – wheat,
corn, rice, barley, and others – whose genomes range
from a few hundred megabases to many tens of
gigabases. These projects will help unlock their
genetic composition to improve our understanding of
their growth and development from a molecular basis.
The sequences generated from DNA sequencing
instruments are not end-to-end chromosomes or
complete genomes. Instead, current instruments can
only sequence a tiny fraction of the genome in a
contiguous stretch, at most a few hundred or few
thousand nucleotides at once. For example, the
Illumina HiSeq 2000 mentioned above produces reads
of at most 100 bp to 150 bp in length, although it can
do so in great numbers and from random positions in
the genome.
Consequently it is possible to
computationally reconstruct the complete genome
sequence by oversampling the genome many fold with
the short sequences, and then comparing how the
billions of sequences relate to each other much like
assembling a jigsaw puzzle (Figure 1, from [3]). This
computation, called de novo genome assembly, is one of
the most fundamental and important computations in
biology as it lets us compute the genomes for species
far beyond what we can directly sequence. In the case of the cereal genomes, a high
quality de novo assembly would directly enable functional annotation of the genes and
networks responsible for their growth and development, and enable directed plant
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breeding and other important assays. These resources and these activities are extremely
important as the cereals provide most of the calories consumed every day [4].
Unfortunately, cereal genomes, such as wheat, are extremely complex and difficult to
assemble. The biggest difficulty comes from the high repeat content of these genomes
making it difficult or impossible to correctly determine the genome sequence. Cereal
genomes also have high ploidy (many copies of a chromosome), which further
complicates efforts to identify the correct sequence. Finally, the sequencing instruments
produce errors and have biases that must be corrected or the results will be highly
fragmented or incorrect. Fortunately, advances in sequencing technology and assembly
algorithms are beginning to address some of these challenges.

2. Algorithms and data for de novo assembly
De novo genome assembly has been researched for more than 35 years, starting with the
first viral genomes assembled in the 70s and 80s [5], the first genome of a free living
organism in 1995 [6], the human genome in 2001 [1], and dozens of microbes, plants,
animals, and fungi since. The algorithmic process of de novo assembly begins by
comparing the unassembled sequences to each other to form a large assembly graph of
overlapping sequences [7]. Once the assembly graph is constructed, various network
motif finding and path finding algorithms scan the graph to correct sequencing errors,
identify repetitive sequences, and otherwise determine how the genome is organized.
The computational demands for large genomes are substantial. In the case of the cereal
genomes, the assembly graph will consist of many billions of nodes and many tens of
billions of edges, with no way to effectively partition the graph into separate connected
components. Furthermore, the assembly problem has been demonstrated to be
NP-complete under various theoretical formulations [8]. Given the enormous complexity
involved, the leading assembly algorithms use an extensive set of local optimizations and
heuristics to try to assemble the genome in a hierarchical fashion from local regions of
high certainty and low complexity to distant regions with more complexity but less
certainty.
There have been several major genome assembly competitions recently that evaluated
more than a dozen different genome assemblers. These competitions have included the
Assemblathon 1 [9] and Assemblathon 2 [10], and the Genome Assembly Gold Standard
Evaluation (GAGE) [11]. In these studies, the genome assembler ALLPATHS-LG [12],
developed at the Broad Institute, was consistently the best or among the best in all
datasets and metrics used. The most widely used metric used for evaluating an assembly
is the N50 size. This metric is a weighted average of the assembled sequence length, and
is computed as the minimum length such that half of the assembly has been assembled
into sequences this size or larger. All things being equal, a larger N50 size is better as it
implies the genome has been assembled into larger, more contiguous sequences.
Intuitively, studying fewer large sequences is easier and more complete than many small
sequences. Other metrics measure the accuracy of the sequence by evaluating how well
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the assembly represents the sequence data, how well the genes are represented, and
others [10].
ALLPATHS-LG makes use of a combination of specialized experimental protocols and
algorithms designed to address the challenges assembling complex genomes using short
read data. A complete description of the algorithm has previously been described [12],
but briefly, it begins by examining the unassembled reads to analyze and error correct
the individual DNA sequences by counting occurrences of short words, called k-mers, in
the data. It then constructs a large graph of how the k-mers in the unassembled
sequences overlap each other. It then scans the assembly graph to further error correct
and determine the genome sequence. This phase of the algorithm uses certain
relationships between the sequencing reads called mate-pairs to construct larger
assembled sequences called scaffolds. Unlike contigs, which are contiguous sequences of
fully determined nucleotides, scaffolds may include unresolved sections (“gaps”) in the
sequence typically created by complex repeats flanked by well resolved sequences on
either side.
Notably, unlike ABySS [13] or SOAPdenovo [14], ALLPATHS-LG requires minimal manual
tuning or parameterization without requiring extensive pre-filtering of the data even
with large gigabase sized genomes. The self-contained and self-tuning operations makes
it much more robust than other programs, and often outperforms other algorithms
substantially in terms of the quality of the assembly results. It is also a parallel algorithm
using OpenMP, although it requires a large, shared memory server to store the large
assembly graphs and sequence information in RAM. In general, the detailed error
correction, graph construction, and scaffolding phases lead to biologically superior
results. For these reasons, we chose ALLPATHS-LG for our initial assembly of the cereal
genomes.

3. De novo assembly of Ae. tauschii
Our long term goal is to assemble all of the major cereal genomes. The first major goal
was to de novo assemble the 4.36Gbp Ae. tauschii diploid wheat genome (wheat genome
“DD”) using ALLPATHS-LG and compare it to the recently published genome from BGI
assembled using a much more complex protocol [15]. More than 100x coverage of the
genome was sequenced at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory using 50 to 100bp reads from
three different libraries: a 180bp fragment library, a 2kbp jumping library, and a 5kbp
jumping library. The sequencing data are publically available on the Cold Spring Harbor
Website (http://www.cshl.edu/genome/wheat) and in the NCBI SRA (see CSHL website
for accession numbers). In contrast, BGI used nearly 400x coverage of the genome in 45
libraries with reads ranging in size from 44 to 600bp and libraries sizes up to 20kbp.
Initially, we attempted to assemble the genome using Jupiter, one of the most powerful
servers at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory with 32 cores and 512GB RAM, but
ALLPATHS-LG exhausted all available memory on the machine. We were successfully
able to complete an assembly of the genome on Jupiter using a data reduction heuristic to
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downsample highly repetitive reads using the algorithm ReadFilterByKmerFreq (an
optional module of ALLPATHS-LG). However, this heuristic is unproven on genomes this
large and risks disrupting the quality and contiguity of the assembly.
Fortunately, the XSEDE supercomputer Blacklight hosted at the Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center (PSC) had ample resources for the analysis, and together we set
out to assemble these genomes on that machine.

3.1. Collaborative approach using XSEDE resources and
services
Both hardware resources (Blacklight SGI Altix UV1000, 2x16 TB RAM, 4096 cores) and
Extended Collaborative Support Services (ECSS) made available through XSEDE were
essential to the initiation of this collaboration and its successful outcome. The Novel and
Innovative Projects (NIP) branch of ECSS, which seeks out communities and applications
that are not currently well-represented or supported on XSEDE, provided the flexibility
to engage genomics researchers, understand their computational needs, and make them
aware of resources such as Blacklight and ECSS to help them overcome their
computational challenges. The initial community engagement included discussions with
developers of key de novo assembly codes, including ALLPATHS-LG and Trinity [16]
developed at the Broad Institute. As a result of these discussions, the availability of
XSEDE resources, including Blacklight, was advertised on the web pages for these
applications. This exposure, together with other personal outreach efforts, greatly
increased awareness of these resources among genomics researchers and generated a
large influx of demand to use Blacklight for de novo assembly [17].
To handle the high demand for de novo assembly, an XSEDE ECSS for Community Codes
project was initiated for ALLPATHS-LG and Trinity. This provided the opportunity to
engage further with the developers of these codes in order to port them to XSEDE
systems, make any necessary modifications to enable them to run efficiently, and to
assist scientists in using them effectively. The support provided by the Community
Codes project was critical in overcoming various challenges to enable ALLPATHS-LG to
assemble plant genomes of unprecedented size on Blacklight.

3.2. Computational challenges
The PSC’s Blacklight supercomputer is a SGI Altix UV 1000 with two 2048 core
partitions, each containing 16 TB of cache-coherent shared memory. The challenges
involved in getting ALLPATHS-LG running well on this supercomputer fell into three
general categories:
1. Port ALLPATHS-LG to Blacklight: In general, codes developed on a regular
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workstation will run without modification on Blacklight. To the application, each
Blacklight partition looks like a huge workstation running a single instance of the
Linux operating system. The most common problem is that shared memory
threaded codes designed for a 24-48 core workstation will by default try launch
as many threads as available cores on the system. A single Blacklight partition
has 2048 physical cores, and 4096 logical cores, so many codes using shared
memory parallelism, including ALLPATHS-LG, will routinely attempt to launch
4096 threads when they have only been allocated a small subset of the entire
partition (e.g. 128 cores). We tracked down and addressed this issue by adding
appropriate defaults in various places in the ALLPATHS-LG code. Even after fixing
the issue and submitting changes to be incorporated back into the main code
branch, additional development sometimes re-introduced the same problem.
Gradually this was addressed through continued close work with the development
team.
2. Get ALLPATHS-LG to perform well on Blacklight: We obtained several
standard benchmarks used by the ALLPATHS-LG developers and used these to
evaluate ALLPATHS-LG performance on Blacklight. ALLPATHS-LG consists of
several dozen different modules that execute separately, one after the other. The
modules communicate by writing out (sometimes very large) files for the
subsequent modules to operate on. We found that many of these modules perform
many small reads and writes during their execution. On one benchmark the
average read size was 8 KB and the average write size was 4 KB. While many of
the major computational regions are parallelized using threads, some sections of
the code execute in serial. These serial regions, together with the I/O limited
regions, limit scaling of ALLPATHS-LG to ~16-32 threads on benchmarks. For
bigger genomes, we found that ALLPATHS-LG suffered significant slow downs
when running on Blacklight’s parallel lustre file system. We began to explore
improving I/O efficiency with the developers, but since other genomics codes had
similar problems, we ultimately decided to attach a non-lustre local filesystem to
Blacklight to handle the small reads and writes. This eliminated the slow downs
and brought performance back to the level of standard large memory nodes.
3. Enable ALLPATHS-LG to assemble genomes of unprecedented size: To our
knowledge, no one has successfully assembled with ALLPATHS-LG a data set as
large as the one we have generated for the Ae. tauschii assembly. To prepare, we
successfully reassembled the 450Mbp Oryza sativa ssp. japonica cv. Nipponbare
rice genome [18] on Blacklight and tuned runtime parameters to obtain
comparable performance to the CSHL server Jupiter with 512 GB of RAM. Based on
this assembly, we estimated that we’d need ~1.5 TB of RAM for the assembly, so
we started the assembly with 2 TB of RAM over 256 cores (utilizing 32 threads
due to scaling limitations mentioned previously). We quickly ran out of RAM,
and so increased the job to 3 TB of RAM over 384 cores. This provided sufficient
memory, but during the second instance of the RemoveDodgyReads module, which
operates on the jumping library reads, we noticed that although ALLPATHS-LG
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was keeping the processors busy, it was not making any progress. We attached to
the active process using gdb and found that ALLPATHS-LG was stuck in an infinite
loop due to an integer overflow in a 32-bit loop counter which was trying to
iterate over the 11 billion reads in our jumping library. This was fixed and
contributed back to the main code repository, and the assembly was able to run to
completion. We expect to expose additional limitations as we attempt to assemble
even larger genomes.

Figure 2 shows the major ALLPATHS-LG modules in their order of execution, the
maximum memory they used, and the percentage of total run time. The A. tauschii
assembly ran for a total wall time of 1146 hours on Blacklight, using a maximum of 2.44
TB of RAM during FindErrors. The initial, very high memory regions were run on 384
cores with 3 TB RAM, and this was then dropped to 256 cores and 2 TB RAM for the later
stages. The data in Figure 2 can provide a guide to other groups planning massive
genome assemblies to determine what stages will require the most RAM and overall
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resources. They also provide a target for future optimizations of ALLPATHS-LG to better
handle these massive genomes.

3.3 Assembly results
The overall assembly statistics are presented in Table 1, with both the results from the
downsampled, repeat filtered assembly computed at CSHL along with the assembly
computed on Blacklight with all the reads.
The most striking result is while the contig or scaffold N50 values are roughly
equivalent between the downsampled and full dataset assemblies, the assembly
computed on Blacklight with all of the reads has an additional 128Mbp of sequence in
contigs and an additional 645 Mbp of sequence in scaffolds. In this regard, the assembly
computed on Blacklight is far superior to the one computed using the downsampling
algorithm with a 16% to 48% gain to contig and scaffold sequence lengths, respectively.
For all future analysis of gene content, regulatory features, or any other genomic analysis
the Blacklight assembly will be used.
Interestingly, the connectivity of the Blacklight assembly approaches that achieved by
BGI (4.5kbp contig N50, 58kbp scaffold N50) at fraction of the cost and complexity.
However, the BGI approach did capture a much greater fraction of the genome (~80%),
presumably because they could resolve more repetitive elements with the larger
jumping libraries that remain missing in our assembly. This suggests that overall, great
biological insight can be gained from the relatively simple 3 library approach when used
with ALLPATHS-LG, although adding additional larger libraries can be useful for
resolving the larger repeats. A more complete evaluation of the two assemblies is
underway.
Table 1. Server environments and assembly statistics. Coverage refers to the fraction of
the estimated genome size (4.36 Gbp) represented by the sequence length. Note N50 has
been computed with respect to each assemblies’ total span.
CSHL/Jupiter
(Downsampled Reads)

PSC/Blacklight
(All Available Reads)

32 cores

2048 cores

Physical RAM

512 GB

16TB

Peak RAM Usage

395 GB

2.44TB

337 hours

1146 hours

2.84 B

11.09 B

Total Cores

Total Elapsed Time
Input reads
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Total Contig Length
Contig Coverage
Contig N50
Total Scaffold Length
Scaffold Genome Coverage
Scaffold N50

760.9 Mbp

888.0 Mbp

17%

20%

6.2 kbp

5.4 kbp

1.34 Gbp

1.98 Gbp

30%

45%

23 kbp

21 kbp

4. Conclusion and future outlook
The genomes of the cereal plants hold the promise to dramatically advance both our
understanding of basic plant science, and of catalyzing practical advances in plant
breeding and food production. The recent advances to DNA sequencing make it relatively
affordable to sequence these genomes to deep coverage, if only we can apply the proper
algorithms and computational systems to assemble the raw sequences into complete
genomes. In particular, the widely used Illumina sequencing platform can only produce
reads at most a few hundred base pairs, thus requiring a massive computation to compare
the reads to each other to compute the overall genome sequences.
In this project we have demonstrated it is possible to execute one of the leading genome
assembly algorithms, ALLPATHS-LG, to assemble a 4.36 Gbp plant genome. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the largest successful assembly with ALLPATHS-LG ever
completed, and we have demonstrated the assembly results approach the quality of the
published genome computed with a much more complex experimental protocol. To reach
these goals, we have leveraged the tremendous capabilities of Blacklight to be the
enabling technology for the analysis. Without Blacklight, we were technically unable to
assemble the complete dataset and would have been limited to analyzing the results
from the repeat filtering, downsampling heuristic that discards hundreds of megabases
of useful sequence. We expect now that this result has been established, we and many
other groups will look to Blacklight and other large memory XSEDE resources for their
large genome assembly needs. All of the modifications we made to the ALLPATHS-LG
source code for this assembly have been incorporated back into the main code base [19].
In addition, a tutorial on performing extreme scale assembly with ALLPATHS-LG on
Blacklight will be maintained here [20], which will provide an opportunity for any
research group at a U.S. academic institution, or their international collaborators, to
perform similar assemblies by obtaining an XSEDE allocation [www.xsede.org].
Despite these impressive advances, there is only so much that can be done with short
read data to assemble large, complex, repetitive genomes. Both our assembly and the
published BGI assembly of Ae. tauschii have relatively short contigs and scaffolds and a
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significant amount of missing sequence. Recently, however, improvements in single
molecule real time (SMRT) sequencing technology from PacBio have produced much
longer reads, with average read lengths approaching 10kbp and maximum read lengths
exceeded 50 kbp. [21]. We are optimistic that we will be able to effectively use these
data to create even better assemblies of cereals and other large plant genomes, and again
will be looking to resources like Blacklight, along with the services available through
XSEDE to meet the computational demands.
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